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About Systems of Differential Equations
Related to Geodesic Double Differential Forms
Mean Values and Harmonic .Spaces
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Dedicated to Prof Dr. P. Ginthert
Abstract. In spaces of constant curvature P. Gunther has introduced geodesic double differential forms and mean value operators for differential forms. As solutions of differential equations
for forms (for instance, Weyl-De Rham equations) the form equations so as the mean values suffice certain ordinary systems of differential equations. We generalize such systems and study
properties which are determined by differential geometric structures (parallel translation of
double differential forms with respect to geodesic lines, the construction of closed, coclosed
and harmonic components of differential forms and double forms and the telescopage theorem
of McKean and Singer). As special cases we get the systems known for geodesic double differential forms or mean value operators in real and complex hyperbolic spaces by the application
of structural information without any special information about these spaces.
Keywords: Geodesic double differential forms, harmonic spaces, parallel translations, Laplace
operator, telescopage theorem, mean value operators
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1. Introduction
In order to illustrate the geometric background of certain systems of differential equations and transformations we want to remind their meaning in spaces of constant curBeginning with
vature in which they were indroduced and studied by Gunther [5, 7,
Section 2 we will study, for which classes of functions and related spaces the underlying
formalisms determined by differential geometric principles will work.

81.

Using the geodesic distance r(x,y) of the points x and y in spaces of constant
curvature k Gunther [5] has introduced the geodesic double differential forms
c0(x,y) = 1
k. ,y)
= sin kr(z

To

ddr(x,y)

7-1 (x,y)

=0
= dr(x, y)dr(x, y)

rp =

Oj

(1)
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We suppose that y lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x. In hyperbolic spaces
(using k = —1), we have a l (x,y) = sinh r(x, y) ddr(x, y). The symbols d, A are related
to the variable x and d, A shall be related to the variable y. Belgcr [1] has considered
the real pseudo Riemannian and harmonic case.
The so-called transport form T1,(x,y) (cf. [11]) for the parallel displacement of differential forms a 1,(x) along the geodesic 'y from x to y is given by
T1,(x,y) = (_1)1, (u +Tp)(x,y).

The double differential form o + T1, is the sum of their component a 1, orthogonal to the
geodesic line from x to y (for the definition cf. [5 - 8, 11]) and the component r, which
is taken with respect to the direction of this geodesic line. The covariant derivatives
of these components in direction to the geodesic considered are disappearing (cf. [111).
Therefore we can state
L(h(r)p(x,y))

ih(r)4 1,(x,y) + h(r)&11,(x,y)

(2)

with the Laplace operator
= dS + 6d,

(3)

a sufficiently smooth function h = h(r) of the geodesic distance r = r(x, y) and 4 = a7,
or LI',,, = T1,. The Laplace operator L4 shall be taken with respect to the point x. d and
o denote the differential and codiffcrential operator for p-forms (cf. [4, 11, 17, 18]).
The application of the Laplace operator with respect to differential forms will play
an essential role in our formulas. Harmonic spaces are connected in a natural way with
invariance properties of the Laplace operator (Gunther 17 101, Helgason [14], Selberg
[29], Vanhecke [31]). That is the reason to study the relevant differential equations in
connection with harmonic spaces. We remark that the trace in the 1-transport-form
— ( o , + 71 )(x, x) is leading to the metric (cf. Gunther and Schimming [11]).
In harmonic spaces one has (remind the sign of A resulting from (3))
ih(r) = —h"(r) - F(r)h'(r).

(4)

The function F* is related to the polar density function f by F
= 4- (cf. [4]). For
symmetric spaces of rank one (with adequate normalization) we get (cf. [9, 10 1 14])
F(r) = (n -

coshr
sinhr
(d - 1)
sinhr +

(5)
(5)

with d = 1,2,4,8 for the hyperbolic spaces over the real and complex numbers, the
quaternions and the Caylay numbers, respectively. For real hyperbolic spaces with
dimension n and curvature -1 we have
F*(r) = (rz. _1)cothr .

(6)
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According to [11, 25] one has
L(cY

+ r)

+ r1 ) A A(a_ i + r_1)
- L(a i + r1 , a 1 + Ti) A A(crp2

= L(cY j

7-_ 2)

(7)

- Tp_2)

(8)

+

- r) = /.(al - Ti) A A(ap _ i -

- L(ai - r1 , a 1 - Ti) A

for all harmonic spaces. In Section 4 we study linear equations, which must be satisfied
for classes of solutions of the system (21) of differential equations based on (7) and (8).
The same results can be reached by quadratic transformations which we will study in
Section 3. This interference of linear and quadratic structures determine conditions for
relevant classes of solutions and related spaces.
Using special properties of spaces of constant curvature, Gunther [5] has proved
that a,, r, satisfy the following system of differential equations. We can refer to several versions to prove this. The original concept uses specially adapted coordinates
in combination with the Hodge dualization. Another strategy is based on the parallel
translation and its components with respect to a geodesic line. Belger [2] has used this
for complex hyperbolic spaces, but it works in the same way for real hyperbolic spaces.
We recall
ap =
a, - 2(n_p) S2 ? r
(_p(fl_p_1)+2pr)
tT73 = (_(p_1)(fl_p)+2(fl_p)2r) r73 2p sin

73

a,.

If we are looking for harmonic double differential forms u(r)a 1, + v(r)r73 , the following
system has to be satisfied:
i(u(r)a,, +v(r)T) = 0.
(10)
The relations (2), (4), (5) - (9) are leading to (cf. [7, 8])
u(r) + (n - 1)u,(r)cothr + p(n — p — 1)u73(r)
-

+. 2(n—p) sin22r v73 (r) = 0

2p;2rup(r)

v(r) + (n— 1)v,(r)cothr + (p— 1)(n—p)v73(r)
coshr
P) PrVPIT) +
irUP.Y
-.f
LTi -

\

I

r

f \

=

0.

In order to solve these equations, Gunther [5, 7] has introduced the functions
sinhrl73 (r)

= u, (r) +

p-up(r)

- (n_p)-hrvp(r)
r
sinhrm73 (r) = v,(r) + (ri—p)-v73 (r) PirUp(T).
cosh

(12)

These definitions are related to the construction of closed and coclosed forms (cf. [7, 8,
21, 25]). Using definition (12), we can write (11) in the form
u(r) + (n+1) cothru,(r) + p(n—p+1)u(r) =
2coshrl73(r)
v,'(r) + (n+ 1) cothrv,(r) + (p+1)(n —p)v p (r) = 2 cosh rm73(r). "
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We get
1,(r) + (p+ 1)(n - p) l(r) = o
1(r) + (n + 1) cothr
m" (r) + (n ± 1) cothr m, (r) + p(n + 1– p) m(r) = 0.
Mean value operators can be used to define or characterize subspaces of harmonic spaces
(cf. [3, 12, 31]). Mean value operators and their kernels have been used in (21) to derive
the Selberg trace formula for p-spectra and to use the Selberg zeta-function in order to
get spectral estimates and to solve lattice problems (cf. [15, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29]).
Let S(x, r) denote the geodesic sphere around the point x of a real hyperbolic space
with radius r. Gunther [5 - . 81 has introduced the mean value operators M16 and Mpr
for p-forms a (dy shall denote the survey element):

M[a](x,r)
M 1-1(x, r)

=

(-1)PF(n/2)
.(y)dy
2ir(n/2) fs(x,r)
(_1)Pr(n/2)
Tp(x,y) . ap(y)dy.
2ir(n/2)
fs(z,r)

(15)

We remark that we could integrate over the geodesic ball instead of the geodesic sphere
and adapted kernel functions in order to get natural generalizations of related differential equations (cf. Schuster [22 - 24]) using an additional parameter A. If we study
eigenform expansions in connection with properly discontinous groups of isometries of
a real hyperbolic space, the generalization mentioned is leading to better convergence
properties. The related recursion formulas with respect to the generalization mentioned, we will discuss in Part II. The introduced mean values are solutions of a system
of differential equations (for p-forms) of almost the same structure as (11). We get the
complete analogy, if we consider an eigenform problem instead of (10) or if we consider
the following system for harmonic forms c:

M[aj(x,r)
M [c 1( x , r ) + (n – i) cothr
dr
MP' [a](x,r)
+p(n – p – l) MP' [a](x,r)+
–2p _
M[](x,r) = 0
M []( x , r ) +2(n –p)
sinh r
sinh r
d2
—M[cx](x,r) + (n - 1) cothr --M[a](x,r)
dr
.
dr
.
–p)M[cI(x,r)
+M[c](x,r)
+(p– i)(n
M[a](x,r) = 0.
–2(n –p) ._1 M[l(X,T)+2Pc05T
sinh r
sinh 2 r

16
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Gunther [7, 81 has introduced mean value operators
sinhrA[aj(x,r) =

+pcothrM[](x,r)-(n ___1 M[a](x,r)
sinhr
sinhrB[c](x,r)

di'

(17)

MP' [a](x,r)

+(n-p)cothrM[&](x,r)-p__1M[](x,r).

sinhr

One fundamental geometric property which plays (implicitely) a central role in the
formulas of Section 2 is the (locally defined) decomposition of p-forms into harmonic,
closed and coclosed components (cf [4, 11, 16, 18, 19]). The connection between
the decomposition of p-forms into harmonic, closed and coclosed components and the
parallel translation of p-forms and their components with respect to geodesic lines is
described by the formulas
5A[a](x,r) = 0
dA[a1(x,r) = B[da](x,r)

dB[a](x,r) = 0
(18)

5B[c](x,r) = A[Sa](x,r)

A[](x,r) = -M[Sda](x,r)
B[a](x,r) = --_----_M[döc[(x,r).

It is an essential aspect of the generalization mentioned to guarantee that these equations
remain true. In analogy to (14) one has
d2
cosh d
—Ap[a}(x,r) + ( n +
Ap1c](x,r)
dr2
1sinhr
+ ((p+ 1)(n - p)+ t)A[c](x,r) = 0
d2
dr2

—Bc](x,r) + ( n +

coshr d
h -B[](x,r)

(19)

1i
+(p(n+1-p)+A)Bp[a](x,r)=0.

Using (17), we can write (16) in the form (cf. [7])
d2
dr

d
+ (n + 1) cothr —M[a](x,r)
dr
+(p(n-p+1)+i) MP' [c](x,r)=2coshrA[o](x,r)

d
d2
—M,'[c](x,r)+(n+1)cothr—M'[c](x,r)
dr2
+ ((p+ 1)(n -p)+)M[aj(x,r) = 2coshrB[](x,r)..
S

(2 . 0)
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We remark that the operators on the left-hand sides of (19) and (19)2 coinside with
(20) 2 and (20), respectively. The right-hand sides of (20) are zero for harmonic forms
a. In contrast to this, the right-hand sides of (13) are not necessarily zero (looking
for harmonic geodesic double forms u(r)up + v(r)7- ). We will study properties of the
solutions of (10) in Section 6 and in Part II. Thereby the fundamental solution of (10)
will be of special interest. The real hyperbolic case n = 4 with signature (+ - - -) is of
physical importance, we will give details in Part II. A generalization of the system (13),
(14) with the transformation (12) (or in the case of mean values a generalization of (19),
(20) with (17)) will lead to the system (21), (25) with (22). We will discuss a related
eigenvalue problem in Part II. For further results related to Riemannian, harmonic and
hyperbolic spaces using differential geometric methods we refer to Belger [3], Helgason
[13, 14], de Rham [18), Ruce, Walker and Willmore [20], Selberg [29], Simon and Wissner
[30] and Yano [32]. For further aspects with respect to differential and double differential
forms we refer to Belger [3], Hodge [16) and de Rham [19].

2. Basic differential equations and structural considerations
We look for functions u,, V P which satisfy a generalization of (11). Using the fact
that (11) is a consequence of (12) and (13), we want to start with generalizations of
these systems (cf. (21), (22) below). p shall get the interpretation of the degree of
related double differential forms. In another interpretation (cf. [1 - 3, 7, 8, 23, 24]) u,
and V may be double differential forms. The geometric background for the mentioned
transformations and equations is the construction of closed, coclosed and harmonic parts
of double differential forms or mean value operators. We look for harmonic spaces (cf.
[3, 19, 20, 31, 32]), in which the formalism described in this section works in combination
with the algebraic considerations of Section 4. All functions shall depend on r (with the
interpretation of geodesic distance). The derivatives are taken with respect to r. As a
generalization of (12), (13) we consider the system

v,'

with

u, = 2a'l
+ Fu, + g,,
+ FV
+ g p^i v, = 2a' rn

al =
amp =

(21)

(22)

V;-RV+F;U.

Thereby F, g ,, g
, a, S, R, C; and F are functions depending on
F will be related to the Laplace operator for radial functions by

f(r) = -f"(r) - F(r)f'(r)

with F = F -2—
cf

r.

The function

(23)

For the discussion of the radial part of the Laplace operator in symmetric spaces we refer
to Helgason [14]. We study (21), (22) independent of this interpretation. The solution
of (21) determines structural properties of the harmonic space used. The telescopage
structure (cf. [4]) is coming into the considerations by the functions gp and gp+i. As
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go(r) = 0
F0* (,) = 0

(24)
So(r) = 0.
Later on we will get a(r) = sinh r for hyperbolic spaces (a(r) = sin r is related to the
spherical case). One central demand in order to determine the structure of the solutions
of (21), (22) and related spaces is given by the following generalization of (14):
l
+ Fl
+ gp +i l p = 0
25)
rn + Fm + gp Tflp = 0.
We will discuss another point of view in Section 4. We also demand that (21), (22) will
lead to a first order system of differential equations for l, and mp which is independent
of u, and VP.

Definition 2.1. We call (21), (22), (24), (25) a mean-hyperbolic system of type I.
We use this terminology because the well-known examples are describing mean
values in hyperbolic spaces.

Lemma 2.2. Using C; =
equivalent to the system
U11

, F; = . (cf. Proposition 2.5) (21) and (22) are

+ ( F_2 21 ) u, +

V;' + ( F_2)

- 2Cprvp = 0

v, + (gp+i +2R)v - 2Fp

up = 0.

(26)

Proof. Straight-forward calculations I
Remark 2.3. We also could start with a system
= 0
pp J +
j (27)
; +
=
0
; as a modification of (26) which looks more general at first sight. But, the analogy
between (21) and (25) is getting lost. Using (27), it is much more complicated to
describe the telescopage mechanism. Starting with (27), one can show that respective
assumptions about the structure of the system after the transformation (22) will lead
to (26).
get

If we differentiate (22) and substitute the second derivatives u' and v,' by (21), we
[- cV + ( F + S)a]l + &1, {_(F+Sp)Sp_CFj_(gp+S,)}up
+ {(F + s)c; + c;R + c;'}

(28)

a' + (F + Rp )o]mp + am, - aF;1
= { - (F + RP ) RP - C; F; - (gp+i + RIP))

VP

+ {(F + R)F; + F';s +
The demand noted above, that the first order system for l and m, is independent of
U P and v shall be understood in the sense that the coefficients of u, and v in (28) are
zero.
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Definition 2.4. If the coefficients of u, and v, in (28) are zero, we say that the
systems (21), (22) or (26) have transformation property I.
Proposition 2.5. The system (21), (22) has the transformation property I if and
only if the following equations are true:
=:

F+S+R+Q
(F+S)S+C;F;+9+S
(F+R)R+C;F;+g+ 1 +RIP
We can use

0
= 0
= 0.

(29)

C, = a C,
F=a

(30)
Cel

ce
Proof. If the coefficients of u, and v, in (28) are zero, we get
F+s+R+c;Ic; =0
=0.
It follows

F;'
C; - F;

(31)

We define Q by this value. From (31) it follows C; = F; k with a constant k. We
can use C *
= Cand F * = - with constant numbers C and F. The choise of a
in (21), (22) is determined by convenience. It is obvious that the conditions (29) are
independent of a. As a consequence of (29), (30) and (30)2 we get (30) 3 I
Definition 2.6. A system (21), (22) satisfying (29) and (30) we will call a meanhyperbolic system of type II.
We remark that we did not suppose (25) at this point.
Proposition 2.7. If there are given the functions R,,, S, F and a of a meanhyperbolic system of type II, the functions gp are inductively defined. On the other
hand, gp (for all degrees p), F, a and initial values R(1) and S(1) determine the
functions R and S. Both is reached by
(R - S,,)' - (1?,, - S)cl = gp - gp+i
= —F — cl.
Proof. Straight-forward calculations I
Using elementary calculations, we get the next two propositions.

(32)
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Proposition 2.8. The functions l, and m p of a mean-hyperbolic system of type II
are solutions of the first order system
1,

=

=

R,l,,

+

s,1fl,,

+

aP1p•

If we consider an eigenvalue problem instead of (10), the resulting system (33) will
contain terms depending on u, and VP.

Proposition 2.9. Functions, which are satisfying a mean-hyperbolic system of type
II are also satisfying a mean-hyperbolic system of type I:
+

Fl

rn p + Fm,,

+ g,' l,, = 0

()

+ 9pp
Tfl
= 0.

We remark that the calculations to prove (33) are using transformation property I.
We also have to use transformation property I as well as (21) and (22) in order to prove
(34) supposing (33).
We want to point out that the possibility to calculate g,, inductively with increasing
degree p with the initial function (24) (as it was stated in Proposition 2.7), is a direct
consequence of the telescopage structure (cf. [4, 11)) using 9,,, g,,+i in the definition of
a mean-hyperbolic system of type I. We could have done all calculations with coefficient
functions h instead of g,,+' (without the possibility to calculate g,, inductively). In
contrast to this alternative, our definition explicitly includes a telescopage structure.
This telescopage structure will be essential for the following considerations.
We have to remind that R,,, S,, F and i are functions, which we want to determine
under certain conditions. Only if we suppose that these functions are known, we can
directly determine g as it was stated in Proposition 2.7. Summarizing the considered
first order differential equations, we get

Proposition

2.10. An mean-hyperbolic system of type II satisfies the following

differential equations:
(Cp /ci)v,,

+

cii,,

-

(Fp /a)u p

+

am

+

(C,,/cs)m,,

u,

=

SP u

-

Vp,

=

REV,,

1'

-

R,,i ,,

m,

=

SP M P

+

(F/ci)i,,

S,

=

(F+S)S

-

C,,F/a2

-

RIP

=

—(F+R)R

-

CF/ci 2

-

ci'

=

P

(35)
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3. The "Verhuist method" to solve dynamical systems
in harmonic spaces
Verhuist equations are often used in Medicine and Biology to describe growth processes
with finite carrying capacity as a first step in direction to more precise models (cf. [28]).
We consider simple additional invariance properties of the related logistic functions,
which are important to find solutions of the dynamical system (35).
It is interesting to look for solutions of a fixed dimension (as Banach spaces over
R), which are independent of the degree p. In the applications which we will consider
in Section 5, the mentioned dimension of the space of solutions shall be independent of
the dimension n of the related harmonic space, which is determined by F.
By a simple translation one can transform the standard form -y'
7(1 - -y) of a
Verhulst equation into ' = 1 - 72• Thereby we use = 7(r) and the derivatives are
taken with respect to r:
d
dr
Lemma 3.1. The Verhulst equation
= 1 - 72
I

(36)

s invariant with respect to inversion:

11\2

Lemma 32.

(37)
\71
\71
If we demand that the solution of the autonomous differential equation
= h(7)

with an analytic function h with h(0)
one has

(38)

1 is invariant under inversion in the sense that

()'
we get the uniquely determined function

=h

(I) ,

( 39)
(40)

The Verhulst equation is uniquely determined by the invariance property given.
Proof. Straight-forward calculations using power expansions U
The solution of ' = 1 - 72 with the initial value 7(0) = 1 is given by
7 = tanh r.

(41)

In spite of the structure of (30) 3 and (35), it is useful to write the solution of the Verliulst
equation as a logarithmic derivative:
1a'
- = - = (Ina)'.
7 a

(42)
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We define
/3 =

a'.

(43)

One directly could use
a = sinhr
/3 = cosh

44

which follows from (42) with a suitable formation (see below) in order to derive the
following formulas. But, with respect to a possible generalization of (38), (39) to more
complex symmetric structures, we only want to use (36) and the definition (42).
As a first example, we want to remark that one could exchange (39) by the antisymmetric invariance
7' =
(45)
This leads to
11(7) = 1 + 72

(46)

7=tanr

(47)

instead of (40) and
instead of (41). The equation (40) will lead us to hyperbolic spaces and (46) will give
the respective results for spherical spaces. We will derive the formulas only for the
hyperbolic case, but the changes for the spherical case are obvious.
Using (42), we get

a
a = —
7

(i\ 1 —

(48)

a) —
Using (42) and (36), we get
(a\ '
(

\.7J

7 7

/3,/3
7 7
77

/3
7 = ---------(1-72)
=/37

and thereby
a
=

(49)

The equations (43) and (49)2 imply (/3 2—a2 )' = 0. It follows that /3 2 —a2 has a constant
value. Multiplying a and /3 by a constant and eventually exchanging a arid /3 we can
use without loss of generality the normalization
/3 2—a2= 1 .

(50)
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It follows

1
a2
1
a/i
1

1
1

(51)

7
=

1—_Y 2.

We try to find a solution of the dynamical system (35) by the "Verhulst method". That
shall mean that we look for solutions with
a
7=
at
R = Ay+B
(52)

S=
F = ao—+a17
-y

with constant numbers A, B, D, E, a0 and a 1 with the background of Lemma 3.2.
We have recalled (52) (cf. (42)) in order to point out that the function y used is defined
by the function a from (35). We suppose that (36) and (48) - ( 51) are valid. We want
to point out that it is not useful to look for functions u, v i,, l, and m, in the form
of a linear combination of -y and There is a main difference between the different
functions in the dynamical system (35). The functions S,, and R reflect transformation
properties, and up, v,, i p and m reflect properties of the solutions of equations like (10).
May be that a certain generalization of the "Verhulst method" will lead to a unique
point of view.
Using (30) 3 we get
(53)
and by (29)2 it follows

a0 = 1—B—E
a 1 = —A—D.

(54)

From (35)5 we get
—gp

=

1

(_B E + Cp F9)

+ (2D + E9 - B,, D - A

E,, - C,, F,,)

(55)

- 1 2 D,,(A,, + 1).
From (35) 4 it follows
= -(—B,,E,,+C,,F,,)
+(2A,, + B,, - ER A,, - DU B,, - C,, F,,)
-

2

A(D,,

+1).

7

(56)
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As a consequence, we have
—B E + C F = —B+ i E+1 + C+1 F
and by (24) it follows
BE=CF.

(57)

2D+ i + E+1 - B+1D+1 - A+1E+ 1 - B+1E+1
= 2A + B, - EA - DB - BE

(58)

We get

D+ 1 (1 + A+ 1 ) = A(1 + Dr).
By (54)2 the solution of the quadratic equation (58)2 is given by
D+1 = 1—a1 ± (a, +

1 +D) .

(59)

Case 1: The plus sign in (59) gives D 1 = D. From (24) and (52) 3 we get
D0 = 0. It follows
p
DP =
(60)
A,, = —aj—p.
Case 2:

The minus sign in (59) gives D,,+1 = —a 1 - D,,. From (54)2 we get

Using D0 = 0, it follows

and

= A,,
A,,+1 = D,,.

'61

D2k= 0
A2k = —a1

(62)

D2k+1 = —a1
0.
A 2k+1

63

We use (54), (59), (62) and (63) in order to solve the quadratic equation (58).
Case 1: We suppose (60). It follows
E,,+l=(l+P+ao1)±(E,,l+P+ao1)
Subcase 1.1:

(64)

The plus sign in (64) gives
E,,1=E,,-2.

(65)

D,,+1=E,,-2

(66)

It follows
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and thereby

E

=

B

—2p
l—ao+2p.

(67)

Subcase 1.2: The minus sign in (64) gives
E

1 = —2p - a0 - a 1 - E

(68)

and, as a consequence,
E+2=E-2,

(69)

which has the same structure as (65). The equations (24) and (52) 3 imply E0 = 0. It
follows

and

E2k

=

—2k

B2k

=

1+2k—ao

(70)

E2k+1

=

—2k —2 - a0 - a1

B 2k+I

=

2k+3+ai.

(71)

Case 2: We suppose (62). It follows
E2k+I=a12ao±(E2k_l+aoa1).

(72)

Subcase 2.1: The plus sign in (72) gives
E2k+1 = a 1 - 1 + E2 k.

(73)

B2k+I = 1 + a 1 - 2ao - B2k .

(74)

It follows

Subcase 2.2: The minus sign in (72) gives
E2k+1 = —a 0 + 1 - E2 k.

(75)

B2k+1=1—ao—B2k.

(76)

It follows

Case 3: We suppose (63). It follows
E2k+2 =

a1

+ a0 ± (E2k+ 1

1+

a0 - ai) .

(77)

Subcase 3.1: The plus sign in (77) gives
E2k+2 = —a 1 - 1 - E2k+1 .

(78)

B2k+2 = 3 - 2ao + a 1 - B 2k+1 .

(79)

It follows
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Subcase 3.2: The minus sign in (77) gives
E2 k+ 2 = — a0

+

1-

E2k+1 .

( 80)

It follows
B2k+2

= 1 - a0 -

B2k+1 .

( 81)

For a 1 = 0 (this equation is true for real hyperbolic spaces) the Cases 2 and 3 give
the same formulas. In Section 5 we will see, in which way real and complex hyperbolic
spaces are special examples of the equations of this section. We remark that we have
taken the same sign to solve the quadratic equations (58) for all degrees p. We also
could discuss, which other possibilities are compatible with the formulas of the next
section.
In order to determine C,, and F,, (not only their product by (57)), we additionally
assume (in accordance with the real hyperbolic case mentioned in Section 1)
F,, = B,,
C,, = E,,.

(82)

4. Linear equations for coefficients of double differential forms
Let a p and r, be the components of the transport form?',, = ( - 1)P(a,,+r,,) with respect
to a geodesic line in a harmonic space.
Definition 4.1. We say that a harmonic space has transformation property II, if
the components of the transport form are satisfying the following system:
Aup = K,,a,, + L,,r,,
= M,,r,, + N,, a.

(83)

Thereby K,,, L,,, M,, and N,, shall be functions of the geodesic distance r(x, y) of the
points x and y which are connected by the geodesic considered.
In Section 1 we have mentioned that in real hyperbolic spaces one has (cf. (9))
K,,(r) = - p(n—p-1) +
L,,(r) =

2p 1
sinh r
cosh r
- 2(n—p) .nh 2
si
7'

M,,(r) = - (p-1)(n--p) + 2(n—p) 1
sinh r
cosh r
N,,(r) =
sinh2 r

(84)
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We consider the complex hyperbolic case in Section 5. We use (2) - (5) and in comparison
with (26) we state
=
-cp
=

(85)

M = gi+2-R
or
N =
—2F.

In Section 3 we have determined S,, and R by the help of quadratic equations. Under the considered additional assumption (82) gp and are inductively determined.
In contrast to this, we will state linear equations to reach the same goal in this section
using (85), but one already has to know the structure for the degrees p = 1 and p = 2.
Proposition 4.2. The functions K,,, L,,, M and N depending on r are satisfying
the recursion equations
K,, =

(2 —p)pKi

Lp =

(2 - p)L 1

M,,

"7K2

+
+ (2

- p)(p - 1)Ni
I

12
(2—p)Mi
12K2

= (2—p)(p-1)Ki +

+
N,,

=

(2—p)pNi

(p-I)(p-2)

i r

2

TtT

2

(86)

+ (p-1)M2

"N2.

+

We use (cf. (1))
p-I A A011

=

Tp = Up_I

0=
By straight-forward calculations we get

T1 A

(87)

A A71

Arj.

Lemma 4.3. The double forms a + r, and o, - r, are satisfying the following
recursion formulas:
=

(U,,_i+r,,_i)AA(UI+ri)

=

(U_i —r_ 1 )AA(a 1

—r1).

( 88)

r in contrast to the
The system (88) is symmetric with respeét to a, + r, and
formulas (87) which are not symmetric with respect to
and r. The calculations will
be shorter, if we use this symmetry. We can put (83) into the form
U -

U

=

K,,(U+r,,)+L,,(c1,,—r)

= M,,(a,,—r,,)+N,,(a,,+r,,).

(89)

We define
.
A=@

(90)
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It follows A 2 41 with the identity matrix I and we get
2(K,Lp, Mp, Np,'1
= A(K,L,M,N)t
2 (Kr , L, Mp , Np ) t = A (Kr , L, M, N)t

(91)

where (.)t denotes the transposition. We remind (7) and (8):
t(a + r) = i(a i + Ti) A A(a_ i + r..1)
- L(a i + T1, a 1 + 7- 1) A A(a_ 2 + 7-p_2)

(92)

- T) = /.( a i - T1) A A(c7p _ i - Tn_i)
- L(a i - T1, a1 - T1) A A(a

2 - T_2).

If we apply (89) for p = 1 and p = 2, it follows
L(aI+rI,ai+r I )=(—K2+2K I +L l )(a2 +T2 )+ (El —L2)(a2—T2)
L(a i - T i , a i - 7 1 )

= ( — M2 + 2M1 + Ni )(az - 12) +(N1

- N2 )( 1 2 + r2) -

(

Lemma 4.4. We state
(ai - 7-1 ) A A(a_ i + Tn_i)

=

(p - 1)(a + T)

+

(a - T)

(a2 - r2 ) A A(a_ 2 + 7-_2)

=

(P_1P_2)(ap + T)

+

(p - 1)(ap - T)

+

__2)(ap - r).
2

(a2 + 72) A A(a_ 2 - 7-p-2)

=

(p - 1)(ap + T)

(94)

Proof of Proposition 4.2. Summarizing the formulas above, we get
/A,\

LP0

I1
I A, I -

(p(2
0
0—p)

(2—p)(p-1)
2—p
0
0
(p-1)(p-2)

+ (

O
o

o

p—i
0
0

00

p(2 - p)
0
0
0
(p-i)p
0

\

0

0

(2 - p)I (p - 1)
2—p

J I A1

\ /k\
0
0
( Lj
(p-1)(p-2)
jW2 I
\N)
p1

If we multiply (95) by A from the left, we get the assertion U

(95)
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5. Real and complex hyperbolic spaces
The real hyperbolic case. We will get the results for the real hyperbolic spaces, if
we suppose
a0 = n+1
96
a1 =
0
and take the appropriate cases in the discussion of Section 3.
Because of the fact that these results coincide with the known systems mentioned in
Section 1, we will not show that they indeed satisfy the original system (26). Of course,
one can verify this directly.
In order to determine A,, and D, we use (62) and (63) (Case 2 of the discussion in
Section 3). We get
AP =
D P =0.

For a 1 = 0 the formulas (73) and (78) imply
and thereby E0 = 0, we get

1

E,,

= —1 + E.

( 97)

Using (24) 3 and (52)3

Ep= —p.

(98)

B,,=—n+p.

( 99)

C,,F,, =p(n—p).

(100)

By (74) and (79) we. get
From (57) we get
The additional assumption (82) gives

The equations (52) imply

F = —n+p
C,, = — P-

(101)

tanhr
=
R P = (p — n)cothr
—pcothr
5,, =
F = (n.+1)cothr.

(102)

9,,=p(n.—p+1).

(103)

From (55), we get
It follows

=
gp +2sp) =
—2C,,

=

- ( g,,+i+2R,,)
-

=

- 2F,, -'

-

(n-1)cothr
p(n—p-1)-2p
sinh2 r
cosh r
2(n—p)
sinh2 r
cosh r
sinh2 r

1
sinh

(104)
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Thereby (26) agrees with (11). Further on, straight-forward calculations show that the
functions K, L, M and N defined by (84) are satisfying the equations (85).

The complex hyperbolic case. We will get the results for the complex hyperbolic
spaces, if we suppose

a0 = n+1

=

a1

(105)

1

and take the appropriate cases in the discussion of Section 3.
Belger [2) has considered the transport form in complex hyperbolic spaces (using
self-conjugate complex coordinates in Fubini and Kähler spaces). He has proved that
(0,1) = —d'rd"r

al

(0,1)

T1

(106)

2 d'rd"r

(107)

= cosh

are the normal and tangential component of the (0,1) transport form. Thereby the
decomposition d = d' + d U with respect to complex and conjugate complex coordinates
is used (cf. [321). We can write the transport form as a sum of a (0,1) and a (1,0)
transport form (cf. [2] for more details). With respect to the terminology used above,
Belger has proved (cf. [2, 25])
ap= (p ( n + 4_2p )_( n_p ) pcosh2r + p2
+2(2p—n)

cosh r
sinh2 r

1)1
h2
r sinh 2r

P

(108)

cosh r
a p + ((p + 1)(n — 2p — 2)
sinh 2 r
(P+1)2)
1
Tp
2 r sinh2r

P2

2
cosh
+(—pn —2p+ + 1 +ri)coshr+
We want to see that we get
K,, = ( p(ri + 4— 2p) —(n —p)p cosh 2 r
Lp=2(2p—n)

+p2

cosh r
srnh2 r

1
1
2)j h2
h

(p+1)2
r)

2
M,, = (( + 1)(n - - 2) + (—pn - 2p + p2 + 1 + n) cosh r + cosh
N,, = —4p

cosh r
sinh2 r

(109)

as a special case of Section 3. In order to determine A,, and D,,, we use (60) (Case 1 of
the discussion in Section 3). We get
A,, = —(p+1)
D,, =

P.

(110 )
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Using (67) (Subcase 1.1), it follows
E =
–2p
B = –n+2p.

(111)

CF = 2p(n - 2p).

(112)

From (57) we get
The additional assumption (82) gives
F = –n+2p
C = –2p.

(113)

tanhr
R = –(p+l)tanhr+(2p–n)cothr
S, =
ptanhr-2pcothr
F =
(n+1)cothr+tanhr.

(114)

9=p(n+2)–p2tanh2r.

(115)

The equations (52) imply

From (55), we get
It follows
F - 2— = (n - 1)cothr + tanhr
a

\ 1
_( p + 2Sp ) = (p(n+4_2p)_(np)p cosh 2r+p2cosh1T)SIflh2T
-2
P+1 +

a2 = 2(2 - n) coshr
sinh2 r

2R) = (( + 1)(n - –2)

a'
a

(116)

+(_pn_2P+p2+1+n)cosh2r+))
coshr
coshr
2
sinhr

Using (83), (109) gives (108). Further on, straight-forward calculations show that the
functions K, L, M and N defined by (85) are satisfying the equations (85).
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6. The structure of the solution of the considered
harmonic systems
We want to determine the structure of the solutions of (10)
(u(r)a,, + v(r)rp ) = 0
or, by another point of view (cf. (26)),
Ulf
ff

-F (F - 2g) u, -

(gp + 2s,,)

Up -

+ (F - 2) v; - ( g p+i + 2R)

V -

2C

VP =

0

2F

Up =

0.

The functions F, S,,, R, C,, and F,, are determined by the demand that the transformation properties I and II are satisfied. In Section 3 we have studied a special solution
using the Verhuist method. In Part II we will discuss hypotheses about a related classification of harmonic spaces. For the cases determined by the Verhulst method we
will discuss recursion formulas and explicit formulas for the cases which are of special
interest for physics.
Applying the Verhuist method, as a consequence of (55) and (57) we have
—gp = (2D,, + E,, B,, D,, - A,, E - C,, F,,) - 7 2 D,,(A,, + 1).

(117)

Using (52)4 , we see that the equations (34) have the form
M

ía0
+ I — +a i -y ) in' + (bo + b1 72 ) m = 0
"7

(118)

with m = in, or in = i,.

Proposition 6.1. The solutions of (118) with y = , a' = 3,
/ /3' = a are given by
M(,)

= (a(r))'

-ao (/30)1al j.- (/32(r))

(119)

where m(R) is a solution of a hypergeometric equation.
Proof. We put m = ad/3(R) with R = 32. The derivations shall be defined in
the sense rn'(r) = and in- '(R) =
calculations give
R(1 - R)Y' + in-'(R) (a

i-

jJ where R is a function of r. Straight-forward

ao_3'\ —4+2a0+2a1.—bo
a0 R + 2 ) +

(R) = 0.

This proves the assertion U
There are solutions u,, v of (21) with 1,, = 0 and m,, .= 0. In this cases the
system (21) has the form (25) and the solutions are described by Proposition 6.1. The
hypergeonietric equations used have two linearly independent solutions. The related
solutions of (25) we will denote by g,, rn, (i = 1, 2).
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Proposition 6.2. The system (21) has 4 linearly independent solutions. Two of
them are given by g,, m, (i = 1, 2). The other two are described by

J
=lf

c u, = m,

44

2/3 m f l, dr - m

f

2/3 rn, I l dr
(120)

2/3 12 f m dr - l J2/3 I P1 I mdr

and

1

c"u = m,

44=

l, f

2 /3 m

f 12 dr - m

f

f

2/3 rn, f1 2 dr

2/3 l I dr12
2/3 l' f mdr

(121)

with
f=ln(&o/3a1)
and constants

Cm,

(122)

cj defined by the Wronskian determinant:
c

=

4

=

Proof. We can write F=
1'ii
(rn)

f

((M 1)1 m - (m)' rn,)
f((l)'l—(l)'l)

= (in f)' with the definition (122). From (25) we get
2

f'

(mr2) m+ 1
'I

(123)

I

2

2

=0

1

=0

and thereby
((rn,)'m -. (mrn,)'

1'

+ -y ((m,)

'm

- (m) ' m) = 0.

(124)

It follows c =f ((m,)' M - ( m)' mi,) with a constant c. This constant is different
from zero as a consequence 'of the linear independence of m, and m. The assertion
follows 'from straigt-forward calculations I
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